In the present investigation some experiments on slow potentials of toad's retina were done with the microtechnique, and some analysis was attempted of the so obtained experimental results.
EXPERIMENTAL

Method
Experiments were made on retinae of toads (Bufo vulgaris). Pre parations were made in daylight or under rather weak room illumination. Toads were kept in a dark room several hours before ophthalmectomy. After removing the pigment epithelium an inverted retina was mounted 
Results
1.
Contribution of the pigment epithelium to slow potentials As the pigment epithelium is usually removed in the inverted retina preparation, the question arises as to whether the response obtained from the inverted retina is unnatural. So the typical slow potential of the in verted retina was compared with that obtained from the eyebulb prepara tion in which the pigment epithelium remained intact. Fig. 1 , A shows a response to even illumination. In this experiment a wick-electrode was placed on the inner surface of the retina, and the positivity of the electrode was directed upwards. An inverted retina preparation was prepared from the same eye after taking record A, and the record shown in Fig. 1 , a was obtained. For convenience of comparison the negativity of the wickelectrode on the receptor side is directed upwards in this record. In general, both records A and a resemble one another. The upward deflection at " on " is the b-wave, which can be preceded by a downward deflection usually called the a-wave. In the usual ERG the b-wave is followed by a slow c-wave. It is to be noted that the record which was obtained from the inverted retina without the pigment epithelium lacks the c-wave. The pair of records B and b represent another example. The record B obtained from the eyebulb shows a remarkable c-wave, while it is absent in the record b. The difference was investigated on more than ten preparations and there were little departures.
Noell5) claimed that c-wave was due to the pigment epithelium, and the results obtained above support his opinion.
The amplitude of response, especially of the off-response (d-wave) was often larger in the inverted retina. Some inverted retinae showed a deep a-wave and a small b-wave, but this seemed to be caused from some damage in removing the pigment epithelium.
Types of response
In the following experiments exclusively inverted retinae were used, and the polarity of response was referred to the microelectrode placed on the receptor side of the preparation.
As has been shown in Fig. 1 , the a-and b-waves of ERG correspond with positivity and negativity of the microelectrode on the receptor side respectively, but such notations a, b, c and d will not be used for records obtained from inverted retinae, because the properties of such records are different in many respects from those of the usual ERG, for example, the ERG is diffuse in character, while the response recorded by a microelectrode to microillumination is focal in character.
The positivity is directed upwards in all the following records.
Under some conditions responses lacking the negative component were obtained (see Fig. 2 ). When the pigment epithelium was removed carelessly so that the surface of the receptor side was possibly damaged, this type of response was obtained to even illumination. diameter was used (see Fig. 4 or Fig. 7 ). The type of response to microillumination usually suffered from a considerable change by touching the surface of the inverted retina with a piece of dry filter paper ; Responses of the negative type before the treatment turned into responses of the positive type. Tomita found a similar effect (personal communication), and Pilz et al.12) reported also a similar change which they considered to be due to damage. From what has been observed above it is likely that the positive type appears when the receptor surface is damaged in some way or other. 3. Type of response and adaptation state Sometimes a negative going deflection was superimposed on the basic positive response (see Fig. 3A ). In this experiment the stimulus light It is apparent from these records that the magnitude of response decreases with increasing distance from the illuminated locus, and that no response is perceived at a distance of 1.5 mm.
Next, a shallow cut was made with a blade of razor at a point 0.3 mm.
from the electrode. When illumination was again centered on the elec trode, a response very similar to that taken before was obtained, although the amplitude was a little smaller (see series B of Fig. 4 ). When the site of cut was illuminated, a response of positive type was recorded, and when the light spot illuminated a point on the other side of the cut at a distance of 0.5 mm. from the electrode, a small potential of similar shape was ob tained, but none could be recorded when a point 1 mm. away from the electrode was illuminated. It is possible that responses recorded outside the illuminated spot are due to stray light, but the experiment of cut in series B of Fig. 4 will be difficult to interpret in terms of stray light. The point 0 at which the electrode was placed was not damaged by the cut, because a normal nega tive response was obtained to illumination of this point. However, by the same electrode at 0 a response of positive type was recorded when the damaged part at 0.3 mm. was illuminated. Therefore, the potential can not be a response to stray light at the site of the electrode. It must be due to either electrotonic spread from the damaged part or physiological spread.
Pilz et al.12) found responses of positive type at a damaged part which approached the normal type when a neighboring intact part was illumi nated. This may be due to electrotonic spread. In similar experiments made on the anterior side of the isolated retina responses were reduced in maganitude by a cut, but normal in shape. It was, however, uncertain because of the vitreous body, if the important part of the retina was damaged by the cut.
The effect of stray light was eliminated in the following experiments shown in Fig. 5 . A represents a control taken under dark adaptation. The lower tracing represents a response at the illuminated site and the upper one a response at a distance of 1 mm. from the illuminated locus. A background illumination of 40 lux reduced both responses (B). Record C was obtained when the locus from which the upper tracing was obtained was continuously illuminated by a light spot of the same size and intensity as the stimulus light spot. Under such strong continuous illumination the effect of stray light is obviously negligible so that the response repre sented by the upper tracing can not be due to stray light. For record D a background illumination of 40 lux was added to the local constant illumination used in C.
These experiments show that background illumination is effective in reducing the magnitude of responses, while a small local adaptation is almost ineffective. If response recorded at a distance of 1 mm. from the stimulated site were due to electrotonic spread, it could be expected that the upper and lower tracings are identical in form. As a matter of fact, however, a considerable difference can be seen between the latencies of both tracings. A Lissajous' figure was recorded with the two kinds of response mentioned above (see B in Fig. 6 ). The figure indicates that there was a certain phase difference between the response at the illuminated locus and that obtained from the unilluminated neighboring part . For control a Lis sajous' figure was recorded by responses to intermittent illumination common to both electrodes. This finding is in line with the experiment shown in Fig. 5 . 6. Dependence of slow potentials on depths The potential of positive type can be seen after the superficial layer of the inverted retina has been damaged. If it is assumed that the re ceptor layer is damaged by this treatment, the potential of this type must originate in some layer other than the receptor layer . Fig. 9 ) a change in polarity occurred at a depth of about 250 u from the surface of the receptor side and spikes appeared superimposed on the slow negative potential. (see in Fig. 9 ). 
DISCUSSION
It has been shown above that the responses obtained by a microelectrode to microillumination are focal in character and are different from those of the usual ERG. But local responses to microillumination are always very similar in shape to the ERG when they are recorded from the surface of the inverted retina. So on the receptor surface focal response and ERG may be picked up from the common origin. The additivity in area-effect on ERG found by Brindley13) is one of evidences for this conjecture. But the responses recorded in the depth of more than 100 u are different from those recorded from the receptor surface. They are intraretinal focal responses.
It is possible that the response of positive type is identical with PIII. When 1 % solution of KCl is dropped on the inverted retina or when the preparation is laid in an atmosphere containing 10% CO, a change in response type occurs from normal negative type to positive one. This change is the same as in isolation of PIII from the ERG. The origin of the response of this type seems to be in the intermediate layers such as the inner plexiform layer and inner nuclear layer. Tomita7) assumed that its origin is in the bipolar cell layer. A response of positive type was obtained even when a shallow cut was made between the stimulus spot and the recording electrode on the receptor surface. This finding suggests that a deeper layer must be responsible for PIII.
The phase difference indicated in the Lissajous' figure suggests a pos sibility of propagation, although farther evidence is needed for this notion.
It has been said that the b-wave and PIII are due to rods and cones respectively. Deane et a1.10) reported, however, that the cone retina of the turtle had a distinct b-wave and that it was larger in amplitude to red stimulus light than to green one. From their experiment on flicker Dodt & Enroth14) considered that the a-wave expressed rod activity while the b-potential following high flicker frequency was due to cone activity. In the experiment mentioned above the negative type which was assumed to be identical with the b-wave was obtained more easily in light adaptation than in dark adaptation. This fact seems to suggest that the 'negative and positive types are associated with cone and rod activity respectively.
It was shown above that even when the response recorded from the receptor surface lacked the negative component, spikes appeared in the record obtained from a deep layer, possibly the ganglion cell layer. So the spikes in this layer seem to be more closely related to the slow potentials of positive type obtainable from the receptor side than to those of negative type. Tomita et a1.15) and Gouras2) reported that ganglion cell activity was associated with surface negative waves. They used opened excised eyes, so that the surface-negative wave may be equivalent to the response of positive type on the inverted retina.
It was assumed by Granite) that the off-response of ERG was pro duced by the return of PIII to the baseline. The off-response could be seen in the response of positive type. If this type of potential is identical with PIII, it is apparent that the cause assumed by Granit is not the only one available for interpretation of the off-response. On the other hand, Tomita7) said that one part of the off-response had its origin in a layer common to the b-wave. In the present experiment sometimes a part of the inverted retina showed responses of positive type while the other parts showed those of negative type as mentioned above. In such preparations the off-responses obtained from these parts different in character showed little regional difference. It was possible to obtain the positive type by giving a slight damage to the receptor surface. The negative type was obtainable more easily in light adaptation than dark adaptation.
3. Properties of focal responses to microillumination were examined. In experiments in which a mechanical cut or twin stimulus spots were used it was confirmed that the spread of potential over 1 mm. from the illuminated focus was not due to stray light. The latency of the response obtained at the illuminated spot was found shorter than that of the re sponse obtained from a point of the surrounding area, as evidenced by comparison of the two records or by Lissajous' figure. 4. Slow potentials of positive and negative types were recorded from different layers of the retina and compared with similar experiments by previous workers.
5. It was discussed on the origin of each component of ERG.
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